
By DAN CARR

W hen the COVID pandemic forced much of the world 
to stay at home, media consumption hit an all-time 
high. According to a 2020 study by Nielsen, time spent 

streaming content around the world increased by one billion 
hours from March to May of last year. 

With this rapid rise in content consumption, there are big 
changes happening to the media and entertainment (M&E) 
industry. This growth is leading to an evolution in how these 
companies think through their space requirements as they bring 
employees back to the workplace.

As the portfolio director for WeWork in Southern Califor-
nia, the M&E industry is (literally) close to home for me. Over 
300 global M&E companies—a large majority of which are 
in the Los Angeles area—have space with WeWork. Below, I 
share some of the specific ways that M&E companies are think-
ing about their unique real estate needs, and how WeWork is 
positioned to help this market. 

THE SHOW WILL GO ON FOR MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT
Global demand for content is currently soaring. And while 

M&E companies can rely on backlogs of programming, their 
success hinges on their ability to develop fresh, engaging con-
tent, which means production needs to keep rolling. For many 
companies and studios, that also means hiring more employees.

Companies are implementing guidelines—including secur-
ing more space per employee—that keep these employees safe. 
That means many major studios will need to invest in more 
space than before as their headcount increases. 

Recently, WeWork helped many 
of these production studios and media 
giants expand their footprints into 
global markets because of an increase 
in demand for content. This impressive 
growth trajectory, as well as today’s 
economic uncertainty, means that 
real estate flexibility is at an all-time 
premium. 

THE SMALL SCREEN NEEDS  
A BIGGER SPACE

Today, companies across all indus-
tries require more space to keep their 
employees at a safe distance. But 
entertainment companies often require 
more space than the average office. 
They need soundstages, edit bays, pro-
duction rooms, back offices, front offices, and more (this is why 
sprawling metro areas like Los Angeles and Atlanta are ideal for 
this industry). As such, de-densification measures for the media 
and entertainment industry are even more dramatic. 

The need to de-densify spaces will make it harder for your 
clients’ teams to work down the hall from one another, but 
it’s not impossible. In 2021 alone, WeWork has leased over 
one million square feet of space across Southern California—
making it convenient for companies to collaborate when they 
need to. And we’re continuing to expand our media-tailored 
inventory in metros like New York City and Atlanta, where the 
media and entertainment industry also centralizes. 

MORE THAN JUST CRAFT SERVICES,  
M&E REQUIRES WELL-CRAFTED AMENITIES 

Unlike other industries, not all M&E clients can move 
into standard office buildings. They require marquee locations 
and need special amenities. These types of build-outs can be 
extremely expensive and take time—time that many of these 
fast-growing studios can’t afford right now. 

That’s why WeWork has worked closely with our partners in 
M&E to develop premium locations with state-of-the-art ame-
nities that we know these clients need. Brand-new locations 
in Los Angeles, such as WeWork Pacific Design Center and 
WeWork 9830 Wilshire Blvd., come standard with ready-to-use, 
high-end amenities like screening and recording rooms, editing 
bays, and podcasting studios. In New York, WeWork 175 Varick 
St. comes with a screening room—no expensive build-outs or 
risky construction delays involved. 

In addition to high-tech amenities, many large M&E clients 
may need additional space for their executive management or 
talent-facing interactions in marquee locations that mirror their 
studio’s branding. Any of our member companies can put their 
stamp on a WeWork location by influencing design and brand-
ing throughout the space without significant up-front costs. In 
an industry where image is everything... tailored, branded space 
matters. 

IS M&E READY TO MOVE TO A FLEXIBLE MODEL?
The answer is a resounding yes. It’s common for studios to 

own their space and put down their flags. But given economic 
uncertainty, companies aren’t willing to sign a 10-year lease 
anytime soon. Space and term flexibility is more valuable than 
ever, and companies need to move fast to keep pace with their 
competition. 

WeWork provides flexible and negotiable membership terms 
for M&E clients, allowing them to immediately move in and 
stay as long as production lasts, whether that’s for months or 
years. This flexibility makes WeWork an ideal option for an 
industry that doesn’t seem to be slowing down anytime soon. 

Dan Carr oversees leasing for Southern California and Las Vegas 
 at WeWork. He has served in various finance and real estate  
transaction capacities since joining WeWork and brings more than 
nine years of real estate and corporate finance experience. WeWork’s 
leasing professionals are focused on helping companies from all  
industries to meet their unique needs by leveraging flexible real estate 
solutions across the WeWork portfolio. If you’d like to learn more 
about how WeWork can creatively structure deals, layouts, and  
locations to serve your real estate needs, reach out to Dan Carr  
at dan.carr@wework.com or visit we.co/yourlaoffice.

What Media and Entertainment Companies  
Look for in a Workspace

b r a n d e d  c o n t e n t
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WeWork amenities like screening and  
edit rooms, and a global footprint,  
help studios meet rising demand
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WeWork Pacific Design Center - 
Red Building in Los Angeles. 

A dressing room at WeWork Pacific Design Center – Green Building in Los Angeles.

The screening room at WeWork 
Constellation Place in Los Angeles 

seats up to 126 people.
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“VaynerMedia is an extremely people-first company. Because of this, we remain 
committed to being flexible for our in-office community collaboration with our people 
and our clients, as well as how we continue to work remotely. Our priority is to meet 

our people where they’re at, wherever that may be.”

Lisa Buckley
Managing Director 
VaynerMedia LA

L isa Buckley brings over 20 years of global advertising 
and marketing experience to her role as managing 
director of VaynerMedia’s Los Angeles office. She joined 

VaynerMedia in 2015 and, during this time, helped transform 
it into an integrated, modern-day communications agency. 
Under her leadership, the agency created the first strategy, 
creative and media teams—an integrated model that now 
differentiates VaynerMedia from its competitors.

“There has never been a stronger moment for flexible office space. The past 18 months 
have fundamentally shifted the idea of the office, demanding a completely new 

approach to how businesses small and large think about their real estate footprint.   
As companies continue to navigate the changing needs in office space, 

 WeWork continues to provide members flexibility at scale. Whether that’s  
flexibility in time, space, or geography.”

P eter Greenspan serves as the global head of real estate at 
WeWork. He started at WeWork in June 2014 as its first 
real estate lawyer and went on to serve as the General 

Counsel from 2017 to 2018. For nearly six years, he has 
scaled large teams and overseen the negotiation of much of 
the global WeWork portfolio. Previously, he spent 10 years at 
NBC Universal.

Peter Greenspan
Global Head of Real Estate 
WeWork

“The entertainment industry has been at the forefront of navigating how employers 
can safely return to work during the pandemic. It has instituted policies and procedures 
which have proven successful and can be emulated by other businesses as they gauge 

on how best to return to an in-person work environment.”

Dimitry Krol
Associate - Entertainment Labor Group
Loeb & Loeb LLP

D imitry Krol maintains an entertainment employment 
and labor practice focusing on matters involving guild, 
union, and other production related employment issues. 

Krol regularly advises clients on guild and union obligations 
and legal concerns which may arise during all phases of 
theatrical, television, commercial, new media and interactive 
productions. Additionally, he represents clients in guild and 
union negotiations, mediations, and arbitrations.

“While companies across various industries contemplate the degree of return to office, 
the entertainment industry has been a leader in safely and effectively repopulating 
places of work due in large part to the highly specialized and collaborative nature  

of their day to day business activities.”

Blake Searies
Senior Managing Director
JLL Los Angeles

B lake Searles is a managing director in JLL’s Los Angeles 
office. He leads JLL’s Tenant Representation brokerage, 
advisory and consulting team that focuses primarily on 

tenant representation in the West Los Angeles market as well 
as nationally and globally. Searles is results-driven and has a 
long history of developing strategic solutions and negotiating 
creative transactions for his clients. 

The Los Angeles Business Journal, in partnership with WeWork, hosted a dynamic virtual event focused on 
navigating the specific workplace needs and trends within the media and entertainment industry.  

Expert panelists were invited to discuss a range of post-pandemic related workplace issues that are 
affecting Los Angeles’ media and entertainment businesses as they develop their hybrid working models and 
adapt to new realities. Topics ranged from a closer look at the importance of workplace flexibility, to a dissection 
of workplace culture, COVID parameters and common problem solving techniques.  

Below are snapshot profiles of the event’s expert panelists and selected quotes from the event.
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By JO PIAZZA

T he ways we work have fundamentally 
changed. Virtual meetings and remote 
offices have become workplace norms. 

How are people maintaining work-life balance 
when there’s no separation between home and 
the office? How are they staying focused while 
juggling concerns about health and safety? In 
The New World of Work, people share stories 
about how they’re navigating—and thriv-
ing in—their professional lives, using tools 
like WeWork All Access and WeWork On 
Demand in the new normal.

India Gants wanted to film a video of her 
gliding down a pretend runway in a gorgeous 
new outfit. Her apartment in West L.A. was 
too small to give the TikTok clip the gravitas 
she was looking for, so she decided to pack up 
her heels and head to WeWork Pacific Design 
Center in Los Angeles in the wee hours. As a 
WeWork All Access member, Gants can visit 
any one of hundreds of WeWork locations all 
around the world. 

Driving in the dark, she arrived at 6:30 
a.m. on a Sunday morning when she knew 
barely anyone would be in the space. She had 
the place all to herself, set up her camera, and 
strutted her stuff. 

“That video ended up getting over 8 mil-
lion views and 1.5 million likes [on TikTok],” 

Gants explained. “And it was all possible 
because of WeWork.”

Views and likes matter for Gants, a model 
and influencer whose bread and butter comes 
from cultivating her audience on platforms 
such as TikTok and Instagram. It’s a compet-
itive industry. The influencer economy has 
boomed in the past few years, becoming a  
multibil-
lion-dollar 
business that is 
only expected 
to keep  
growing. 

Gants, who 
won the 23rd 
cycle of Amer-
ica’s Next Top 
Model in 2017, 
is carving out 
a niche with 
videos that 
go behind the 
scenes of what 
it’s really like 
to be a model.  
She talks about everything from cultivating a 
look to her health and wellness routines.

But finding space to shoot videos is never 
easy during a pandemic. On another day, 
Gants filmed an audition for Columbia, the 
outdoor apparel brand. She didn’t know much 
about it, but she knew the audition called for a 
strong, bold woman in a gold dress.

“So I brought my most glamorous gown, 
a pair of heels, and filmed the audition right 
inside WeWork,” Gants said.

Like so many of us these days, Gants wears 
many hats. She has multiple jobs across various 

industries. She’s a social media content creator, 
a model, and an aspiring commercial actress. 
And with all of Gants’ jobs comes a work 
schedule that is far from traditional.

“I am in and out of WeWork constantly, 
in the mornings, the evenings, and even on 
weekends,” Gants said. “I walk in the door 
planning to edit a YouTube video and wind up 

doing a hundred 
different things, 
from taking 
phone calls in the 
soundproof phone 
booths, to sched-
uling meetings in 
the conference 
rooms, to printing 
documents in 
the printing hub. 
WeWork has me 
covered for every 
aspect of  
my work.”

As a digital 
content creator, 
it can be hard to 

separate work and life, especially when filming 
your life is part of your work. Various work-
spaces in WeWork locations provide Gants 
both creative inspiration and the quiet she 
needs. 

“It’s so refreshing to have the common 
spaces that are lively and bright and motivat-
ing but still be able to escape to total silence in 
a WeWork phone booth,” she said.

Gants hopes to make the leap from digital 
content creator to commercial actress, a dream 
that has her crisscrossing the Los Angeles met-
ropolitan area on a regular basis, taking meet-

ings and working with casting directors.
“My castings and auditions take me all over 

the city. With my WeWork All Access mem-
bership, I can just pop into whatever WeWork 
is close by, wherever my life takes me—be 
it Santa Monica, Burbank, or anywhere in 
between,” she says. Gants just pulls up her map 
app, searches for ‘WeWork,’ and finds one just 
a short drive (or walk) away. 

“It’s so perfect for my on-the-go lifestyle,” 
she said.

But beyond the ease of finding a conve-
nient location to get everything done, there is 
just something about the WeWork spaces that 
helps Gants maintain her productivity and 
tap into her creativity. She feels more inspired 
there than working from a random coffee shop 
like so many of her peers do.

“There is something in the air at WeWork 
that makes me work harder and faster. Wheth-
er that stems from the inspiring, bright work-
spaces or the unlimited cold brew coffee, I just 
don’t know,” Gants said. 

What keeps her coming back time and time 
again, though, are the amenities. She uses the 
printing hub, the soundproof phone booths, 
and the meeting rooms on a regular basis. 

“Having my membership has saved me 
time, money, and my sanity. The great thing 
about WeWork and changing my environment 
on a regular basis is that I can ‘turn on’ and 
‘turn off ’ work. While I’m there, I’m working, 
and the moment I leave, I turn off my work 
brain completely. This office space and change 
of scenery has helped me have a much better 
work-life balance,” she said.

Jo Piazza is an award-winning journalist, bestsell-
ing author, digital strategist, and podcast host.

An Influencer Turns to WeWork 
for Creativity Boosts
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“America’s Next Top Model”  
winner India Gants on why  
WeWork All Access is perfect for  
her on-the-go lifestyle
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Find your space today
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